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ABSTRACT

The broad-band photometric evolution of unresolved star clusters is calculated in a simplified way, including the preferential loss of
low-mass stars due to mass segregation. The stellar mass function of a cluster evolves due to three effects: (a) the evolution of the
massive stars reduces their number; (b) tidal effects before cluster-wide mass segregation reduce the mass function homogeneously,
i.e. independently of the stellar mass; (c) after mass segregation has finished, tidal effects preferentially remove the lowest-mass stars
from the cluster. These effects result in a narrowing of the stellar mass range. These effects are described quantitatively, following the
results of N-body simulations, and are taken into account in the calculation of the photometric history, based on the galev cluster
evolution models for solar metallicity and a Salpeter mass function. We find the following results:
(1) During the first ∼40% of the lifetime of a cluster its colour evolution is adequately described by the standard galev models
(without mass segregation) but the cluster becomes fainter due to the loss of stars by tidal effects.
(2) Between ∼40 and ∼80% of its lifetime (independent of the total lifetime), the cluster becomes bluer due to the loss of low-mass
stars. This will result in an underestimate of the age of clusters if standard cluster evolution models are used.
(3) After ∼80% of the total lifetime of a cluster it will rapidly become redder. This will result in an overestimate of the age of clusters
if standard cluster evolution models are used.
(4) Clusters with mass segregation and the preferential loss of low-mass stars evolve along almost the same tracks in colour–colour
diagrams as clusters without mass segregation. Only if the total lifetime of clusters can be estimated can the colours be used to give
reliable age estimates.
(5) The changes in the colour evolution of unresolved clusters due to the preferential loss of low-mass stars will affect the determina-
tion of the star formation histories of galaxies if they are derived from clusters that have a total lifetime of less than about 30 Gyr.
(6) The preferential loss of low-mass stars might explain the presence of old (∼13 Gyr) clusters in NGC 4365 which are photometri-
cally disguised as intermediate-age clusters (2–5 Gyr), if the expected total lifetime of these clusters is between 16 and 32 Gyr.

Key words. Galaxy: open clusters and associations: general – Galaxy: globular clusters: general – galaxies: stellar content –
galaxies: star clusters – galaxies: startburst – galaxies: individual: NGC 4365

1. Introduction

The preferential loss of low-mass stars due to mass segregation
in star clusters is not taken into account in the cluster photom-
etry models available in the literature. However, this effect is
of importance for the photometric evolution of “simple” stellar
population models (e.g. Leitherer et al. 1999; Bruzual & Charlot
1993; Anders & Fritze-v. Alvensleben 2003) and hence the lu-
minosity and mass functions of cluster populations that are de-
rived from the analysis of observed spectral energy distributions
(SEDs) of unresolved clusters compared to standard models. In
this paper we describe the expected effect of this preferential
loss of low-mass stars during the evolution of dissolving clus-
ters, using a simplified description for the dynamical mass-loss
mechanism. We compare and confirm this approach based on the
results of N-body simulations.

N-body simulations of clusters in tidal fields show that the
massive stars tend to concentrate towards the cluster center and

the low-mass stars preferentially populate the outer regions. This
“mass segregation” is commonly observed in open and globular
clusters in the Milky Way and in the Magellanic Clouds (e.g.,
de Grijs et al. 2002a,b,c, and references therein).

An immediate and important consequence of mass segre-
gation is that low-mass stars tend to be more easily, and pre-
dominantly, ejected from star clusters than high-mass stars (but
see Brandl et al. 2001; de Grijs et al. 2002a). Baumgardt &
Makino (2003, hereafter BM2003) calculated the changes in the
MF of clusters in the tidal field of the Galaxy. They showed
that the amplitude and shape of the MF initially decrease al-
most homologously: the mass distribution of the stars that sur-
vive stellar evolution decreases with almost constant shape up
to some critical time, after which the mass distribution of the
low-mass stars becomes very steep due to the preferential loss
of the lowest-mass stars. Their N-body simulations of clusters
at different galactocentric distances in the Galaxy and with dif-
ferent orbits (circular vs. eccentric) show that mass segregation
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becomes important when a cluster has lost a certain fraction of
its mass (approximately 70%), almost independent of the disso-
lution time-scale. In these simulations the role of binaries is not
taken into account, although binaries are important for mass seg-
regation (e.g. Inagaki & Saslaw 1985; Bonnell & Davies 1998;
Portegies Zwart et al. 1999). Therefore, in real clusters mass seg-
regation might occur earlier than predicted by the N-body sim-
ulations of BM2003. In some clusters mass segregation might
even be established from the beginning (e.g. Hillenbrand 1997).
We will refer to this as “primordial mass segregation”.

In this paper we describe the expected effect of the prefer-
ential loss of low-mass stars, due to mass segeration, on the in-
tegrated photometric evolution of clusters. We use a simplified
method that enables us to explain and predict the effects for clus-
ters of widely different lifetimes (e.g. as derived by Lamers et al.
2005a).

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Sect. 2 we pro-
vide an overview of the observational evidence for primordial
and dynamical mass segregation. We discuss the assumptions
of our cluster models in Sect. 3, i.e., we give a description of
the decreasing mass of a cluster due to the combination of stel-
lar evolution and evaporation or dissolution. In Sect. 4 we de-
scribe the way in which we treat the loss of stars from the cluster
due to stellar evolution and dissolution. In Sect. 5 we predict the
photometric evolution of clusters, taking the preferential loss of
low-mass stars into account. We compare the results with those
of the standard galev simple stellar population models (Schulz
et al. 2002; Anders & Fritze-v.-Alvernsleben 2003) and describe
the expected errors in the age determinations of unresolved clus-
ters. Section 6 contains a discussion and a suggestion of a possi-
ble explanation for the presence of an apparent intermediate age
cluster population in the giant elliptical galaxy NGC 4365. The
conclusions are given in Sect. 7.

2. Observational evidence for mass segregation

In the standard picture, stars in dense clusters evolve rapidly
towards a state of energy equipartition through stellar encoun-
ters, with corresponding mass segregation. The time-scale on
which dynamical mass segregation on cluster-wide scales is
believed to occur is the half-mass relaxation time-scale (e.g.,
Inagaki & Saslaw 1985). However, observations of various de-
grees of mass segregation in very young Galactic star clusters
(e.g., Hillenbrand 1997; Testi et al. 1997; Fischer et al. 1998;
Hillenbrand & Hartmann 1998; Hillenbrand & Carpenter 2000)
suggest that at least some of this effect is related to the process of
star and star cluster formation itself (i.e. primordial mass segre-
gation): these clusters are often significantly younger than their
two-body relaxation time (even the equivalent relaxation time in
the core).

The same effect is found in several Magellanic Cloud clus-
ters. Ground-based studies of several rich compact LMC clus-
ters, e.g. NGC 2100 (Westerlund 1961); NGC 2098 and SL 666
(Kontizas et al. 1998), show strong indications of mass segrega-
tion. In addition, observations with the HST have also resulted in
convincing cases for mass segregation in Magellanic Cloud star
clusters: e.g., Fischer et al. (1998); Elson et al. (1999); Santiago
et al. (2001); de Grijs et al. (2002a,b,c), Sirianni et al. (2002) and
Gouliermis et al. (2004).

The clearest evidence for primordial mass segregation is
found in the Orion Nebula Cluster (ONC), NGC 3603 and R136.
Hillenbrand (1997) and Hillenbrand & Hartmann (1998) pre-
sented clear evidence for mass segregation in the ONC for the
m > 5 M� component, with some evidence for general mass

segregation down to m � 1–2 M� (see the review by Larson
1993). Ground and HST-based observations of NGC 3603, one
of the few moderately massive young star clusters in the Galaxy,
have shown strong evidence for mass segregation in this very
young (1±1 Myr-old) cluster (Nürnberger & Petr-Gotzens 2002;
Stolte et al. 2004; Sung & Bessell 2004; Grebel 2004). The clus-
ter R136 in the 30 Doradus star-forming region in the LMC
(age<∼ 3–4 Myr, cf. Hunter et al. 1995), has been studied ex-
tensively, both from the ground and with the HST. A variety
of techniques have revealed strong mass segregation, certainly
for radii r <∼ 0.5 pc (e.g., Campbell et al. 1992; Larson 1993;
Malumuth & Heap 1994; Hunter et al. 1995; Brandl et al. 1996).

These results suggest that some initial mass segregation al-
ready may occur during the formation of the cluster.

2.1. Disentangling dynamical from primordial effects

To disentangle the effects of dynamical versus primordial mass
segregation, de Grijs et al. (2002c) studied six rich LMC clusters
of different ages and masses. All clusters in their sample show
clear evidence of mass segregation: (i) the luminosity function
slopes steepen with increasing cluster radius, and (ii) the brighter
stars are characterized by smaller core radii. More importantly,
for all sample clusters, both the slope of the luminosity function
in the cluster centres and the degree of mass segregation were
found to be similar to each other, within observational errors
of a few tenths of power-law slope fits to the data. They con-
clude that the initial MFs must have been very similar, down to
∼0.8−1.0 M�.

Upon closer inspection of these data, however, we do notice
significant differences among the degrees of mass segregation
among the clusters, which may have been caused by dynami-
cal mass segregation effects (for the older objects), in addition
to probable primordial mass segregation. In Fig. 5 of de Grijs
et al. (2002c) the behaviour of the slope of the stellar luminosity
function as a function of radius (which steepens outward), for
different age bins, are found to scale as 1:(0.8 ± 0.2):(0.2 ± 0.1)
for ages of 107:108:109 yr. This implies that the mass segregation
due to dynamical effects becomes significant on time-scales of a
few ×108 yr. Dynamical mass segregation is expected to occur
on the half mass relaxation time. Our empirical estimate of the
time at which dynamical mass segregation occurs is consistent
with, or perhaps relatively short compared to, estimates for the
half-mass relaxation time-scales of Galactic GCs (e.g., Gnedin
& Ostriker 1997) which might be caused by differences in the
relaxation times.

Combining the results of the studies of very young clusters
with the observed changes in the radial dependence of the slope
of the mass function with age, we may conclude that (most, if
not all) clusters are formed with primordial mass segregation
and that the mass segregation increases on a half-mass relax-
ation time of a few 108 yr. This agrees with the results of a recent
study of mass segregation in very young open clusters in the so-
lar neighbourhood by Schilbach et al. (2006). In the group of the
youngest clusters, with ages between 5 and 30 Myr, they found
about as many clusters with as without initial mass segregation.

3. Mass loss from a cluster by stellar evolution
and dissolution

In order to describe the expected effects of changes in the mass
function of clusters due to mass segregation and the preferential
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loss of low-mass stars, we first describe the overall mass loss of
a cluster by stellar evolution and dissolution.

The loss of mass due to stellar evolution and to dissolution
can be described as

dM
dt
=

(
dM
dt

)
ev

+

(
dM
dt

)
dis

, (1)

The mass loss due to stellar evolution is(
dM
dt

)
ev

= Mi
dµev(t)

dt
=

M
µev(t)

dµev(t)
dt
, (2)

where 1 − µev(t) = qev(t) is defined as the mass fraction of the
initial mass that is lost due to stellar evolution. Thus, M(t) =
Miµev(t) if there is no dissolution. The function qev(t) can be
expressed as the simple approximation

log qev(t) = (log t − aev)bev + cev for t > 12.5 Myr. (3)

The values of aev, bev and cev were derived by Lamers et al.
(2005b) from the galev cluster evolution models for different
metallicities, 0.0004 ≤ Z ≤ 0.05. For solar metallicity they
found aev = 7.00, bev = 0.255 and cev = −1.805. Equation (3)
describes the mass-loss fraction of the models at t > 12.5 Myr,
with an accuracy of a few per cent. The mass loss at younger ages
is negligible because the most massive stars with M∗ > 30 M�
hardly contribute to the mass of the cluster.

The mass loss due to dissolution can be written as(
dM
dt

)
dis

= − M
τdis
= − M

t0Mγ
= −M1−γ

t0
, (4)

where the instantaneous dissolution time-scale τdis is assumed to
depend as a power law on the mass of the cluster, as τdis = t0Mγ.
Boutloukos & Lamers (2003) and Lamers et al. (2005a) derived
the value γ empirically from a statistical study of cluster sam-
ples in different galaxies and found it to be 0.62±0.05. BM2003
derived the same value of γ = 0.62 from their N-body simula-
tions of clusters in tidal fields, in excellent agreement with the
empirical studies. The constant t0 depends on the tidal field at
the location of the cluster.

Lamers et al. (2005b) have shown that the numerical solution
of Eq. (1) can be approximated to a high degree of accuracy by
the analytical expression

M(t) � Mi ×
{

(µev(t))γ − γt
t0Mi

γ

}1/γ

, (5)

where Mi is the initial mass of the cluster.
Equation (5) is valid if the first term on the right-hand side is

greater than the second term. In the opposite situation, i.e., when
the mass lost through dissolution is larger than the mass remain-
ing after mass loss via stellar evolution, then M(t) = 0 and the
cluster is completely dissolved. Lamers et al. (2005b) compared
this expression for the mass evolution of star clusters with the
results of the N-body simulations of BM2003, and found that
the agreement is extremely good, i.e., within a few per cent over
more than 98% of the lifetime of the clusters.

The total dissolution time of clusters can be derived from
Eq. (5). Lamers et al. (2005b) showed that it is approximately

tdis(Mi) = 6.60 × 102
( Mi

104

)0.653

× t0
0.967−0.00825× log (Mi/104) (6)

Fig. 1. The decreasing mass of a cluster with an inital mass of 9000 M�,
predicted by Eq. (5) with t0 = 21.8 Myr. The solid line is the decreasing
mass due to stellar evolution and dissolution, the dashed line shows the
decreasing mass if stellar evolution were the only mass-loss mechanism.
This agrees very well with the N-body simulations by BM2003 of a
cluster of 9000 M� in a circular orbit at a galactocentric distance of
8.5 kpc with an initial concentration parameter of W0 = 5 (dotted lines).
The asterisk indicates the moment when 95% of the initial mass is lost.
This is the value of tBM

dis .

for solar metallicity and γ = 0.62. They also showed that the
time when 95% of the initial mass is lost, which is the dissolution
time-scale adopted by BM2003, tBM

dis , is approximately 0.8tdis.
Figure 1 shows the decreasing mass of a cluster with an

initial mass of 9000 M�, described by Eq. (5). The value of
t0 = 21.8 Myr was chosen in such a way that the cluster has
lost 95% of its mass in 6.35 Gyr, which is the value derived
by BM2003 from N-body simulations for a cluster of 9000 M�
with an initial concentration parameter of W0 = 5 in a circu-
lar orbit at Rgal = 8.5 kpc. The total dissolution time of such a
cluster is tdis = 7.87 Gyr, which is 24% greater than tBM

dis . Fig. 1
shows that Eq. (5) agrees very well with the result from N-body
simulations.

4. The changing mass function of a cluster

In the previous section we described the decreasing mass of the
cluster due to evolutionary and dynamical processes. In this sec-
tion, we describe how stellar mass loss and cluster dissolution
change the stellar MF of the cluster during its evolution.

4.1. The changes in the mass function predicted
by N-body simulations

BM2003 calculated the dynamical evolution of a large grid of
clusters in the tidal field of the Galaxy by means of N-body
simulations. The clusters have different masses and different ini-
tial density distributions which are expressed in terms of King
profiles with central concentration parameters W0 = 5.0 or 7.0.
The clusters orbit at different galactocentric distances, from 2.8
to 15 kpc, in circular or elliptical orbits. The initial masses of
these cluster models are in the range from 4000 to 70 000 M�.
An initial Kroupa (2001) MF of the type N(M)dM = M−αdM
with α = 2.3 for 0.5 ≤ M ≤ 100 M� and α = 1.3 for
0.1 ≤ M < 0.5 M� was adopted. BM2003 defined the disso-
lution time of their models as the age at which only 5% of the
initial mass remains due to stellar evolution and dissolution. We
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will refer to these dissolution times as tBM
dis . The dissolution times

of these models are in the range 2.3 < tBM
dis < 40 Gyr.

The N-body simulations of BM2003 show several remark-
able features:

(a) the preferential loss of low-mass stars starts at about the
same fractional age of the cluster, i.e. at tsegr � 0.20 tdis;

(b) before this age the fractional decrease of the number of stars
is almost independent of mass (except for the most massive
stars whose number decreases because of stellar evolution).
This is because stars of almost all masses can be ejected by
encounters with the most massive ones;

(c) after tsegr the cluster mainly loses high-mass stars, due to
stellar evolution, and low-mass stars due to evaporation, but
almost no stars of intermediate mass;

(d) the changes in the mass function at the low mass end,
M ≤ 2 M�, as a function of t/tdis are very similar for all
models, despite large differences in the initial cluster mass,
dissolution time and ellipticity of the orbit of the cluster.

4.2. Simplified models: the concept

Based on the results of the N-body simulations, we can derive a
simple model that agrees with the basic results of BM2003 and
that allows us to subsequently calculate the photometric evolu-
tion of dissolving clusters.

We describe the effects of stellar evolution and cluster disso-
lution on the stellar MF by the following approximations:

(1) stellar evolution removes stars at the high-mass end of the
MF but leaves the rest of the mass distribution unchanged.
The stellar upper mass limit decreases with time;

(2) initially, dissolution will remove stars of all masses with
about equal probability. This means that the number of stars
of all masses will decrease but the slope of the mass distri-
bution will remain unchanged. This agrees with the results
of the N-body simulations;

(3) when mass segregation has occurred, dissolution preferen-
tially removes low-mass stars from the periphery of the clus-
ter. In our simple model we will assume that in this phase,
i.e. at t > tsegr, the dynamical effects remove only the stars
with the lowest remaining mass from the cluster. Thus, the
lower mass limit of the cluster stars will increase to higher
values. Stellar evolution will continue to reduce the upper
mass limit during all phases. (In fact, the evolution of stars
of all masses is fully taken into account in our method be-
cause we use the results from the galev cluster evolution
models.)

(4) the transition between phases (2) and (3) is likely to be grad-
ual. Therefore, we assume that a fraction 1− fsegr of the mass
that is lost due to dynamical effects is independent of the
mass and the fraction fsegr is lost in the form of low-mass
stars only. The factor fsegr can be specified as a function of
time and increases from some initial value f0 ≡ fsegr(t = 0)
to fsegr = 1 at t > tsegr. If there is no primordial mass segre-
gation then f0 = 0.

These assumptions have the advantage that the slope of the mass
distribution remains constant during all phases of a cluster’s
evolution. Only the maximum and minimum stellar mass (due to
effects 1 and 3, respectively), and the constant describing the to-
tal number of stars (due to effect 2) change as a function of time.
With these simplifications, we can study and understand the ex-
pected changes in the photometry of star clusters during their
evolution. Figure 2 shows the concept of our approximations.

Fig. 2. Schematic changes in the stellar MF, log (N) versus log (M), of
a cluster due to stellar evolution and dissolution. The initial MF is as-
sumed to be a power law. A: the inital MF. B: Stellar evolution has
removed the most massive stars and dynamical effects, before cluster-
wide mass segregation, have reduced the number of stars of all masses
with equal probability. C: after mass segregation has occurred dynam-
ical effects have removed the lowest-mass stars. D: the MF just before
the cluster is completely dissolved.

In this simple description the MF gets narrower with time and
reaches a single mass just before the cluster is fully dissolved.

Our assumptions are in agreement with those of the N-body
simulations of the dynamical evolution of clusters in tidal fields
by BM2003 (see Sect. 4.1). The main difference is in the shape
of the mass function at the low-mass end. BM2003 showed
that the MF at M < 2 M� becomes steeper with time, i.e.
d log (N)/d log (M) becomes more positive after core collapse.
In our model we approximate this by a MF that keeps its origi-
nal slope but with a lower mass limit that shifts to higher M as
time progresses. The total amount of mass at M < 2 M� is the
same in both the BM2003 models and in our models.

4.3. Changes in the mass function due to stellar evolution

We adopt a power-law stellar IMF, N(M)dM = C(t)M−αdM with
α = 2.35, i.e., a Salpeter IMF, in the range of Mmin(t) < M <
Mmax(t), with Mmin(0) = 0.15 and Mmax(0) = 70 M�. With this
value of Mmin(0) the mean stellar mass in a cluster is very similar
to that of the Kroupa (2001) MF. The factor C(t) is related to the
luminous mass of the cluster at time t via

Ml(t) =
C(t)
α − 2

{
Mmin(t)2−α − Mmax(t)2−α} . (7)

Stellar evolution reduces the mass of the cluster because of the
evolution of its most massive stars. We will assume that mas-
sive stars keep their initial mass until they reach the end of their
life. This is a reasonable assumption because the dominant mass
loss for our study occurs after about 10 Myr, when stars with
M > 12 M� no longer exist. Stars with M < 12 M� have no
appreciable mass loss during the main-sequence phase, and so
their mass loss occurs in the relatively short time of less than
about 10% of the main-sequence lifetime at the end of their
life. For Mmax(t) we adopt the main-sequence turn-off lifetime
of stars given by Hurley et al. (2000).

4.4. Changes in the mass function due to dissolution

If a fraction 1− fsegr of the mass lost by dissolution is independent
of the stellar mass and the fraction fsegr is lost in the form of
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Fig. 3. The changes in the stellar mass function (excluding remnants) of dissolving clusters with a total dissolution time of tdis = 30, 7.5 and
1.75 Gyr (from top to bottom). The preferential loss of low-mass stars sets in at tsegr = 0.20 tdis. The left-hand panels show the mass function
when the mass of the cluster is 100, 75, 50, 25 and 10% of its initial mass Mi (from outer to inner envelope). The dotted line shows the MF when
M(t) = 0.10 Mi. The right-hand panels show the changes in the maximum (dashed line), minimum (solid line) and mean (dotted line) stellar mass
as a function of time for the same models. The vertical tick marks indicate the times when the mass of the cluster is reduced to 75, 50, 25 and 10%
of Mi respectively (from left to right).

the lowest-mass stars, then we can find an expression for the
increase of the stellar minimum mass with time by combining
Eqs. (4) and (7). This yields

dM2−α
min

dt
=

(α − 2) fsegr

C(t)

(
dM
dt

)
dis

=
(α − 2) fsegr

C(t) t0
M1−γ. (8)

Similarly, by combining Eq. (4) with the derivative of Eq. (7) we
find an expression for the decrease of the constant C(t) of the
mass function,

dln C(t)
dt

= (1 − fsegr)

(
dln M

dt

)
dis

=
1 − fsegr

t0
M−γ. (9)

For any time-dependent segregation parameter, fsegr(t), we can
calculate the evolution of the MF of a cluster by solving
Eqs. (7)–(9).

4.5. Simple models

To demonstrate the effect of mass segregation and the preferen-
tial loss of low-mass stars on the time-dependent MF we assume
that fsegr increases in time as a step function (in agreement with
the results of the N-body simulations).

fsegr = 0 if t < tsegr

fsegr = 1 if t ≥ tsegr (10)

where tsegr is the time when cluster-wide mass segregation has
occurred. The models of BM2003 suggest that tsegr � 0.20 tdis if
there is no initial mass segregation. However, observations sug-
gest that clusters may be born with initial mass segregation, in
which case tsegr = 0. We consider models with tsegr = 0 and
tsegr = 0.2 tdis.

Figure 3 shows the changes in the stellar mass function
(without the remnants) of clusters with different dissolution
times between 1.75 and 30 Gyr. The longer the dissolution time,
the smaller the mass of the most massive stars at the end of
the cluster’s life. The lower-mass limit starts shifting to higher
masses only after tsegr, which is assumed to be 0.20 tdis in these
models. The mean stellar mass at the end of the cluster’s life is
equal to the mass at the main-sequence turn-off at t = tdis. By
that time, the lower-mass limit has increased to the same value.
The mean mass first decreases from its initial value of 0.545 M�
due to the rapid loss of the massive stars to about 0.35 M�,
and increases after tsegr due to the preferential loss of low-mass
stars. The mean mass at the end of the cluster’s lifetime is 0.75,
1.2 and 2.9 M� for dissolution times of 30, 7.5 and 1.75 Gyr,
respectively.

The mass functions are independent of the adopted initial
cluster mass, and only depend on tdis and tsegr. The evolution
of the mean mass for the model with tdis = 30 Gyr resembles
that predicted by BM2003 for a cluster of 7.1 × 104 M� with
tBM
dis = 23.7 Gyr and tdis = 30.2 Gyr (BM2003, Fig. 15). The

difference is significant mainly near the end of the cluster’s life,
after 24 Gyr, where BM2003 predict a rapid increase in the mean
mass to 1.35 M� compared to our value of 0.75 M�. This is
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Fig. 4. The changes in the mass function of a cluster with and without initial mass segregation (top and bottom, respectively), plotted in the same
way as in Fig. 3. Notice the difference in the mass function at the low-mass end.

because the mass function calculated by BM2003 also includes
the remnants of the massive stars, mainly neutron stars of about
1.5 M�. Our mass function is for luminous stars only.

Figure 4 shows the effect of initial mass segregation on the
evolution of the stellar mass function of clusters. The top panel
is for tsegr = 0.20 tdis and the lower panel is for tsegr = 0, i.e. for
initial mass segregation. The difference results in a different evo-
lution of the mass function at the low-mass end. In the case of
initial mass segregation, the mean mass hardly decreases during
the early phases, because the rapid loss of high-mass stars due to
stellar evolution is more than compensated for by the simultane-
ous loss of low-mass stars.

5. The photometric history of dissolving clusters

In this section we calculate the photometric history of dissolving
star clusters based on our description of the changes in the mass
function. We adopt the galevmodels with a Salpeter IMF of ex-
ponent −2.35. The change in the upper mass limit due to stellar
evolution is included in the galev models. The changes in the
lower mass limit are described in Sect. 4. The galevmodels are
based on the stellar evolution calculations of the Padova group
and include, amongst others, a description of the AGB evolution.
We will see that these AGB stars are important for the colours of
old clusters.

We calculated models with and without initial mass segrega-
tion (tsegr = 0.0 and 0.2 respectively) in Eq. (10)), and with total
dissolution times of 0.1, 0.3, 1, 3, 10 and 30 Gyr. The results
are shown in Fig. 5 for two models with tdis = 1 Gyr (left) and
10 Gyr (right).

The upper panels of Fig. 5 show the changes in the mass and
visual magnitude of a cluster with an initial mass of 105 M�.
The lower panels show the changes in the photometric history
in B − V , V − I and V − K. The solid lines show the prediction
including the loss of low-mass stars but without initial segrega-
tion ( fsegr = 0, tsegr = 0.2). The dotted lines show the results of
the standard galev models, i.e. without the preferential loss of
low-mass stars. We note that the colours are independent of the
adopted initial mass of the cluster, but MV has to be scaled to the
decreasing cluster mass.

Figure 5 shows that near the end of the cluster’s life the vi-
sual luminosity becomes fainter than in case of no preferential

loss of low-mass stars. This is because of the missing contri-
bution from the large number of lost low-mass main-sequence
stars.

The colour evolution of models with preferential loss of low-
mass stars is different to that of the standard models. At ages
between about 0.4 < t/tdis < 0.8, clusters that include mass seg-
regation become slightly bluer than clusters without mass segre-
gation (lower panels of Fig. 5). This effect is stronger for clusters
with increasing values of tdis. This means that it will be stronger
for more massive clusters, which have a longer lifetime, than for
low-mass clusters. This is due to the loss of red low-mass main-
sequence stars. The situation changes drastically after t � 0.8 tdis
when the clusters with mass segregation become much redder
than those without mass segregation. This is due to the fact that
late in the lifetime of a cluster its red colour is dominated by
AGB stars. Stars at the low-mass end of the main sequence are
bluer than AGB stars, so the loss of stars at the low-mass end
of the main sequence makes the cluster redder. The blueing of
the clusters at 0.4 ≤ t/tdis ≤ 0.8 implies that the age of clusters
derived from standard cluster evolution models will be underes-
timated, whereas the age will be overestimated for clusters with
t ≥ 0.8 tdis.

The key question is whether we can distinguish this effect on
the basis of the location of clusters in colour–colour diagrams.
Figure 6 shows the evolution of the dissolving clusters in two
colour–colour plots of B−V vs. V − I and V −K vs. V − I for the
same two models as shown in Fig. 5, i.e. with tdis = 1 and 10 Gyr,
respectively. The reddening of the clusters after t > 0.8 tdis is
highlighted by marking the colours at t = 0.80, 0.90 and 0.95 tdis.
The difference is ∆(V− I) = 0.3 and 0.2 mag for the models with
tdis = 1 and 10 Gyr, respectively.

Notice that in all colour–colour plots the reddening of the
clusters due to the loss of low-mass stars occurs almost along
the lines of the normal colour–colour history (dashed lines in
Fig. 6). This implies that the effect of the preferential loss of
low-mass stars cannot easily be distinguished on the basis of
colour–colour plots. Hence, it could lead to errors in the age
determination of unresolved clusters.

Since clusters with mass segregation evolve almost along the
same lines as the standard cluster models in colour–colour di-
agrams, we can plot the expected error in the age determina-
tion versus one of the colours. The size of this error in the age
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Fig. 5. The mass, MV , and colour history of dissolving star clusters with mass segregation and the preferential loss of low-mass stars taken into
account. Left-hand figure: a cluster with an initial mass of 105 M�, an initial Salpeter stellar IMF, no initial mass segregation and a dissolution
time of 1 Gyr. The right-hand figure is for a similar model but with tdis = 10 Gyr. The upper panels show the changes in mass and MV and
the lower panels the changes in HST/WFPC2 broad-band colours. The solid lines show the photometric history of dissolving clusters with the
preferential loss of low-mass stars, as described in Sect. 4. The dashed lines show the photometry of dissolving clusters without the preferential
loss of low-mass stars (i.e. the standard model).

estimate is shown in Fig. 7. In the upper panel we plot the age of
a cluster versus its V − I colour. The solid line shows the relation
for the galev cluster evolution models without mass segrega-
tion. The dashed lines show the predicted colour-age relations
for clusters where mass segregation results in the preferential
loss of low-mass stars. Notice that the age estimated on the ba-
sis of standard cluster models without mass segregation will be
roughly correct for the first 40% of the cluster’s lifetime, i.e. for
log (t) < log (0.4tdis) = log (tdis) − 0.4. After that time a cluster
with mass segregation first gets slightly bluer than its counter-
part without mass segregation, so the age will be underestimated
when conventional cluster evolution models are used. This cor-
rection is about 0.15 dex in log (t) for clusters with tdis � 3 Gyr,
0.30 dex for tdis � 10 Gyr and 0.5 dex for tdis � 30 Gyr (lower
panel of Fig. 7). This situation changes during the last 20% of
the lifetime of the cluster when mass segregation and the prefer-
ential loss of low-mass stars make the cluster much redder than
in conventional models. During that time, the cluster age will
be largely overestimated when cluster models without mass seg-
regation are used to derive the age from the colours. The age
correction during that time reaches values as large as −0.6 dex.

We conclude that the ages of clusters derived from the broad-
band B, V, I and K colours using standard cluster evolution
models may be affected by significant systematic errors. During

the first 40% of the lifetime of a cluster its age will be approxi-
mately correct. During 0.4 < t/tdis < 0.8 the age will be under-
estimated. During the last 20% of the cluster’s lifetime the age
will be overestimated by a factor that rapidly increases towards
the end of its lifetime.

(We have also calculated the photometric history of clusters
with primordial mass segregation, i.e. with tsegr = 0, but these
models are very similar to those without initial mass segrega-
tion. If there is no primordial mass segregation, this will be es-
tablished within a short fraction,∼20%, of the cluster’s lifetime.)

6. Discussion

We have studied the effect of mass segregation and the preferen-
tial loss of low-mass stars on the photometric evolution of unre-
solved star clusters. The following assumptions were made:

(a) We adopted the galev cluster evolution models, which
are based on the Padova evolutionary tracks that include
a desription of the AGB evolution. This is important be-
cause stars in the AGB phase are the main contributors to
the colour and brightness in long-wavelength bands after
about 0.1 Gyr. We adopted the models for solar metallicity
and for a Salpeter IMF with index −2.35 down to an initial
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Fig. 6. The evolution of dissolving star clusters in the colour–colour
diagram of the HST/WFPC2 broad-band filters B − V vs. V − I and
V −K vs. V − I, for clusters without initial mass segregation ( fsegr = 0.0
and tsegr = 0.2). Upper panel: tdis = 1 Gyr; lower panel: tdis = 10 Gyr.
The solid line shows the colour–colour evolution with mass segregation
and the preferential loss of low-mass stars and the dashed lines show
the evolution without the loss of low-mass stars, i.e. the evolution of
the galev models. The diamond shows the colours in the beginning,
at t = 12 Myr. The three asterisks show the colours of the cluster at
three different ages: t/tdis = 0.80, 0.90 and 0.95 (reddest point). The
three crosses show the colours of the standard galev models at the
same time. Notice that the colours get much redder near the end of
the lifetime of the clusters.

lower-mass limit of Mmin = 0.15 M�. Mass loss due to stel-
lar evolution is fully taken into account in our models.

(b) We simulated the effect of the preferential loss of low-mass
stars due to mass segregation in a simple way, by gradually
removing the lowest-mass stars. This is a simplification of
the expected changes in the stellar IMF due to the preferen-
tial loss of low-mass stars (see Fig. 7 of BM2003). This is
not a bad approximation, because we have tuned the increas-
ing low-mass limit to the results of the N-body simulations
in such a way that our model has the correct loss of low-
mass stars due to evaporation. We have shown that it results
in a predicted evolution of the mean stellar mass that is very
similar to that of the N-body simulations of BM2003. Since
the mean stellar mass after about 0.1 Gyr (i.e. after the early
high-mass loss phase of massive stars) is mainly depen-
dent on the cluster content of low-mass stars, the agreement

Fig. 7. Upper panel: the relation between V − I and the corresponding
age of a cluster. The solid line is for clusters without mass segrega-
tion. The dashed lines are for clusters with mass segregation and the
preferential loss of low-mass stars, for different dissolution times. The
parameters log (tdis) are indicated in the panel. Lower panel: the loga-
rithmic age correction to be made to ages derived from standard cluster
evolution models.

between our simplified model and the N-body simulations
supports the accuracy of our predictions.

(c) This first study is only for clusters with solar metallicity.
The same predicted effects can be expected qualitatively for
lower-metallicity clusters. In a follow-up study we will ex-
tend the calculations to a large range of metallicities (Lamers
& Anders, in prep.).

(d) N-body simulations of BM2003 without initial mass segre-
gation show that cluster-wide mass segregation occurs af-
ter about 20% of the total lifetime of a cluster. On the
other hand, observations of very young clusters in the solar
neighbourhood (Schilbach et al. 2005) and in the Magellanic
Clouds (de Grijs et al. 2002c; and Sect. 2) show that a frac-
tion of the clusters are born with initial mass segregation, i.e.
with the massive stars concentrated towards the center and
the lower-mass stars in the periphery. Therefore, we have
done two sets of calculations, one with initial mass segre-
gation and one with mass segregation after 20% of the total
lifetime of the cluster.

(e) In our descriptive model, the cluster loses stars of all masses
proportional to its mass function in the initial phase at t <
tsegr (i.e. before mass segregation has occurred). This means
that the slope of the IMF does not change during this phase.
After mass segregation has been established only the lowest-
mass stars are ejected from the cluster in our model. This re-
sults in a gradual shift of the lower stellar mass limit. During
all phases, stellar evolution removes the most massive stars.
These two effects result in a narrowing of the mass function.
In our model the upper mass limit and the lower mass limit
meet at the moment the cluster completely dissolves. This is
close, but not identical, to the predicted changes in the mass
function in the N-body simulations by BM2003.

(f) We assume that stars lost from the cluster do no longer con-
tribute to the photometry of unresolved clusters. The validity
of this assumption depends on the spatial resolution of the
photometry, i.e. on the point spread function (PSF) of the
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observations of unresolved clusters, and on the speed with
which stars leave the cluster. As a simple estimate we as-
sume that the stars leave the cluster typically with a velocity
of the order of the escape velocity. In that case it is easy to
show that the time it takes for a star to move beyond the ra-
dius of the PSF is 1×107rPSF

√
Rcl/Mcl yr, when rPSF and Rcl

are the radius of the PSF and the cluster, respectively, in pc
and Mcl is the cluster mass in M�, if the path of the star
is perpendicular to the line of sight. For average directions
this time will be about 4/π as long. For a typical cluster of
104 M� and Rcl = 3 pc an ejected star will leave the PSF
with a radius of 1 pc (corresponding to 0.04′′ at d = 5 Mpc)
in about 2 × 105 yr. Therefore, unless the PSF covers a large
area of many pc2, our assumption is reasonable.

With these assumptions we predicted the photometric evolution
of unresolved star clusters and found that in the age range of
0.4 <∼ t/tdis <∼ 0.8 the cluster will be bluer than predicted by
standard cluster evolution models. In the age range of t >∼ 0.8tdis
the clusters will be redder than predicted by standard models.

The discovery of a group of apparent intermediate-age
(2−5 Gyr old) globular clusters in the giant elliptical galaxy
NGC 4365 by Forbes (1996), Gebhardt & Kissler-Patig (1999)
and Larsen et al. (2001) may be the result of mass segrega-
tion and the preferential loss of low-mass stars. The luminosity-
weighted age of clusters in NGC 4365 is about 14 Gyr and there
is no evidence of a recent merger. Another puzzling effect is the
lack of field stars in the age range from 2−5 Gyr. The clus-
ters were reanalysed by Brodie et al. (2005) and Larsen et al.
(2005). They confirm the intermediate age based on the broad-
band colours. However, when Lick indices are used to derive the
ages of these clusters, the ages are between 10 and 14 Gyr, as ex-
pected for this galaxy. Interestingly, the apparent intermediate-
age clusters are concentrated more towards the center of the
galaxy than the other clusters.

We suggest that the apparent intermediate age clusters in
NGC 4365 may be old clusters, ∼13 Gyr, that have lost a sig-
nificant fraction of their low-mass stars due to mass segregation
and tidal stripping. If this is the correct explanation, then the age
of the clusters is now between about 40 and 80% of their total
lifetime, which implies that their total lifetime is expected to be
about 16 to 32 Gyr. These are reasonable values for the disso-
lution times of massive clusters (BM2003). The concentration
of these clusters towards the center of the galaxy might be ex-
plained by the fact that the total cluster lifetime, tdis, is shorter
close to the centers of galaxies than far from the center. BM2003
have shown that for galaxies with a logarithmic gravitational po-
tential the dissolution time scales linearly with the distance to
the galactic center (except for interacting galaxies). The clusters
in NGC 4365 that do not show this apparent intermediate age
are, on average, at greater distances from the galactic center, so
they have longer total lifetimes. Their present age of 13 Gyr is
too small to already show the effects of mass segregation.

In this explanation we did not discuss the effect of metallic-
ity, which also plays a role both in stellar mass loss and in the
colour evolution, because the present study was done for clus-
ters with solar metallicity only. In our follow-up study (Lamers
& Anders, in prep.) we will predict the effects of mass segrega-
tion and the preferential loss of low-mass stars for a large range
of metallicities.

7. Conclusions

We predicted the photometric evolution of unresolved clusters
with different total life times, tdis, in the B, V, R, I and K
bands of the HST/WFPC2 broad-band filter system, with mass
loss due to stellar evolution and evaporation of low mass stars
taken into account. The photometric evolution is compared with
that of cluster models not including mass segregation or the
preferential loss of low-mass stars. We call these the “standard”
models. We considered clusters with a total lifetime in the range
of 0.3 to 30 Gyr. We obtained the following results.

1. During the first part of the lifetime of the cluster, i.e. during
the first ∼40%, irrespective of the total life time tdis, the pho-
tometric evolution is the same as predicted for the standard
models if the decreasing mass is taken into account. The dis-
solution of the cluster makes it fainter in all bands, but the
colours are unaffected.

2. Between ∼40 and ∼80% of its total lifetime the cluster is
bluer than predicted by the standard models. This is due to
the fact that the cluster has lost a large fraction of its (red)
low-mass stars. This effect is small: ∆(V − I) � 0.03 mag for
clusters with tdis = 1 Gyr, but increases steeply with increas-
ing tdis. It is about 0.1 mag for tdis = 10 Gyr. This implies
that the age of the clusters will be underestimated when stan-
dard models are used. The error in the age estimate is about
0.15 dex in log (t) if tdis = 3 Gyr, 0.30 dex if tdis = 10 Gyr
and 0.5 dex if tdis = 30 Gyr. Thus, the age of clusters with a
total lifetime of 20 Gyr and a real age of 14 Gyr will erro-
neously be estimated as about 4 Gyr on the basis of the V − I
and V − K photometry.

3. Between about ∼0.80 and 1.0 tdis the clusters are much red-
der than predicted by the standard models. At those ages the
AGB stars are the dominant contributors to the photometry
at long wavelengths. These AGB stars are redder than the
stars at the low-mass end of the main sequence. The removal
of the lowest mass main-sequence stars will make the clus-
ter redder than predicted by standard models. This effect in-
creases from ∆(V − I) � 0.0 mag at t � 0.8tdis to 0.3 mag at
0.95 tdis. This reddening will result in an overestimate of the
age of clusters based on broad-band photometry from B − V
to V − K colours if standard cluster evolution models are
used. The effect is large and can grow to an overestimate of
a factor ∼4 near the end of the cluster’s life.

4. The changes in colour due to mass segregation and the pref-
erential loss of low-mass stars occurs almost along the same
lines in the colour–colour plots as the photometric evolution
of the standard models. This makes it difficult to distinguish
this effect from reddening due to the age of clusters.

5. The predicted photometric history of clusters with initial
cluster-wide mass segregation is indistinguishable from that
of clusters without initial mass segregation. This is due to the
fact that mass segregation will occur quite rapidly (within
∼0.20 tdis), even if there were no initial mass segregation.
Because both the total lifetime of a cluster and the time for
mass segregation depend on the half-mass relaxation time,
mass segregation will occur at about a constant fraction
of tdis.

N-body simulations have shown that mass segregation and the
preferential loss of low-mass stars will occur in clusters in tidal
fields. Even if there is no initial mass segregation, the effects
predicted by our models will occur in real clusters.
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